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I. Nomenclature

\[
\begin{align*}
CI &= \text{Consistency Index for Analytic Hierarchy Process} \\
CR &= \text{Consistency Ratio for Analytic Hierarchy Process} \\
m_{PBV} &= \text{Pterodactyl Baseline Vehicle mass, kg} \\
m_{CS} &= \text{control system mass, kg} \\
m_{total} &= \text{total Pterodactyl Baseline Vehicle mass including control system, kg} \\
m_{CS} &= \text{control system mass fraction} \\
n &= \text{order of matrix for Analytic Hierarchy Process} \\
\bar{q} &= \text{dynamic pressure, Pa} \\
\bar{q}_{\text{max}} &= \text{maximum dynamic pressure, Pa} \\
RI &= \text{Random Index for Analytic Hierarchy Process} \\
\alpha &= \text{angle of attack, deg} \\
\beta &= \text{sideslip angle, deg} \\
\beta_{\text{max}} &= \text{maximum sideslip angle, deg} \\
\lambda_{\text{max}} &= \text{principal eigenvalue of matrix for Analytic Hierarchy Process} \\
\sigma &= \text{bank angle, deg} \\
\sigma_{\text{max}} &= \text{maximum bank acceleration, deg/s}^2
\end{align*}
\]

II. Introduction

Current guidance and control (G&C) for hypersonic entry has been adapted for use by rigid entry vehicles, which usually rely on reaction control systems (RCS) installed on the backshell to control the bank angle of the vehicle. RCS thrusters are placed sufficiently far away from the center of mass to maintain adequate control authority for entry, descent, and landing (EDL), in locations where the thruster exhaust avoids sensitive areas of the vehicle such as the payload. With rigid aeroshells and RCS, robotic missions to Mars have succeeded in landing up to 1 metric ton (mt) payloads, and near-term Mars mission architectures may be capable of landing payloads up to 2 mt, based on deceleration limits of state-of-the-art EDL technologies.\(^1\) In contrast, future human Mars missions will require 15-40 mt landed mass.\(^2\) Safely landing payloads of this magnitude is considered unachievable by conventional EDL means, prompting a paradigm shift in EDL technologies to deliver higher payload mass precisely, reliably, and affordably.\(^3\)

Deployable Entry Vehicles (DEVs) are potentially enabling technologies that permit a large aeroshell to be stowed, meeting the volume constraints of currently available launch vehicles, and later deployed to provide a low ballistic coefficient entry system capable of landing heavy payloads on Mars. Unlike conventional rigid entry vehicles, DEVs have no backshell, which poses a challenge with regard to the design and integration of G&C systems such as RCS. So, new ways of providing G&C to DEVs need to be explored and demonstrated on a smaller scale, conceivably capitalizing on interest in lunar sample return,\(^4\) before pursuing ambitious Mars mission applications. Consequently, NASA’s Space Technology Mission Directorate (STMD) has supported an array of efforts including Pterodactyl, which has been funded since 2018. Pterodactyl is a project that aims to investigate G&C systems that can be feasibly integrated with DEVs and usher in a capability that is compatible with a stowed DEV, has low mass fraction, and enables steering to a precise location with the implied added benefits of reliability and reduced operational costs.

Pterodactyl selected a version of Adaptable, Deployable Entry and Placement Technology (ADEPT) called Lifting Nano-ADEPT (LNA) for the project’s preliminary studies to leverage previous efforts on this type of DEV.\(^5\) ADEPT is a mechanically deployable decelerator that has demonstrated acceptable deployment performance and supersonic stability without active control during the Sounding Rocket One (SR-1) flight test.\(^6\) ADEPT relies on a 3D woven carbon fabric that is flexible enough to stow for launch and structurally and thermally robust enough for entry. LNA is an asymmetric variant of ADEPT that was developed during a 2016 NASA Center Innovation Fund study, which explored subsystem integration of avionics, deployment substructures, and volume allocations for potential de-orbit, descent, and landing systems.\(^7\) This past work on LNA served as the starting point for the Pterodactyl Baseline Vehicle (PBV), which has a 1 m deployed diameter and is illustrated in Figure 1.

Furthermore, Pterodactyl considered a lunar return mission as outlined by D’Souza\(^8\) to understand how the G&C designs could manage high aerodynamic loads and heating rates resulting from high Earth entry speeds down to descent initiation at Mach 2. A peak heat flux of 250 W/cm\(^2\) was assumed based on the proven capability of the carbon fabric, and g-loads below 15 g’s were considered based on anticipated
payload sensitivity to deceleration loads. Additionally, a secondary payload envelope on the Aft Bulkhead Carrier (ABC) of a Centaur V was employed to develop an understanding of mass and volume for G&C designs, resulting in an assumed volume of 0.5 m x 0.5 m x 0.6 m and mass of 77 kg for the PBV.

The initial scope of Pterodactyl’s work was strictly focused on the design and evaluation of three independent G&C configurations, illustrated in Figure 2. The Flap Control System (FCS) comprises eight flared control surfaces that hinge into and out of the flow at the vehicle’s rib tips to modulate aerodynamic forces and moments. The Mass Movement Control System (MMCS) comprises eight mass blocks that travel along the vehicle’s ribs to produce shifts in center of gravity. Both of these configurations are characterized by their ability to provide non-propulsive control to track $\alpha$-$\beta$ or $\sigma$ guidance commands, and both configurations were designed to integrate the maximum control capability that could be packaged into their respective hardware. The RCS comprises four hydrazine thrusters mounted at the vehicle’s lateral ribs to provide adequate impulse to track $\sigma$ guidance commands. All configurations were assessed with respect to mechanical systems, aerodynamics, aeroheating, entry guidance, trajectory design development, stability analysis, control design, and thermal protection system (TPS) analysis to develop a single point design for each G&C configuration. Methodologies and results from those analyses are reported in recent works. \(^9,\,10,\,11,\,12,\,13\)

This paper presents the trade study conducted to assess all three G&C designs and subsequently downselect a single configuration for further analysis.

Figure 1. Windward (left) and leeward (right) views of the PBV design used in the investigation
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Figure 2. Vehicle design with three G&C configurations evaluated in Pterodactyl: (a) FCS, (b) MMCS, and (c) RCS

III. Trade Study Overview

The following discussion codifies the framework Pterodactyl used to structure its trade study analysis of the three G&C designs. Important principles for evaluating the control system design results are reviewed, and decision-making approaches used to ultimately guide downselection are summarized.
A. Figures of Merit

Developing a technical understanding of precision landing innovations for DEVs is most imperative to Pterodactyl. The project also deems it important to establish an early awareness of what is viable in terms of cost and risk to develop technologies that are relevant to future missions. Therefore, the Pterodactyl trade study began with an assessment of Figures of Merit (FOMs) representing performance and effectiveness, affordability and life cycle cost, and safety and mission success to discern the trade-offs inherent in the FCS, MMCS, and RCS designs. The FOMs, listed in Table 1, were identified and their definitions were refined using input solicited from the team’s experts and primary stakeholder, NASA’s STMD EDL Principal Technologist. FOMs were also decomposed into quantitative and qualitative criteria to effectively analyze each configuration, as described in Section C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOM Category</th>
<th>FOM</th>
<th>FOM Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance and Effectiveness</td>
<td>Control System Capability</td>
<td>Ability to successfully track guidance commands with respect to mechanical and G&amp;C design limits across varying dynamic pressures expected for the assumed lunar return mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance and Effectiveness</td>
<td>Control System Mass Fraction</td>
<td>Ability to successfully land a payload with respect to mechanical design limits for the lunar return mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance and Effectiveness</td>
<td>Packaging / Stowage Efficiency</td>
<td>Ability to successfully conform to vehicle payload accommodation volume when stowed during launch and cruise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affordability and Life Cycle Cost</td>
<td>Technology Development Cost</td>
<td>Cost to develop required technologies to TRL 6, beyond the scope of the project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety and Mission Success</td>
<td>Control System Reliability</td>
<td>Likelihood that the control system meets performance requirements during the EDL phases of the lunar return mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety and Mission Success</td>
<td>Mission Reliability</td>
<td>Likelihood that the control system meets performance requirements before, during, and after the EDL phases of the lunar return mission</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the performance and effectiveness category, three FOMs were identified: control system capability, control system mass fraction, and packaging and stowage efficiency. Control system capability is defined as the ability to successfully track guidance commands with respect to mechanical design limits, as described by Yount,14 and G&C design limits, as described by Johnson,15 across varying dynamic pressures that are expected for the lunar return mission assumed for this study. This is the most critical FOM because the primary motivation of this project is to introduce and integrate a precision landing capability to a DEV with better than or equal to existing targeting accuracy as demonstrated by Mars Science Laboratory, which landed within 3 km of its target.16

Initially, the team explored Uncoupled Range Control (URC) for the FCS and MMCS designs to use $\alpha$ modulation to control downrange and $\beta$ modulation to control crossrange. During the course of this
investigation, simulations showed that the vehicle could only achieve small step-commands in $\alpha$ and $\beta$ for a fixed $\sigma$.\(^{17}\) The controls group discovered that a significant roll-yaw coupling induced a non-zero roll when a yaw moment was generated through the sideslip angle. These findings revealed the limited control authority of the FCS and MMCS designs and suggested that URC is unsuitable for the lunar return LNA with these control configurations. However, the controls group learned that the FCS and MMCS designs could use the asymmetric PBV's inherent roll-yaw coupling to successfully follow $\sigma$ guidance commands, providing a more direct comparison with the heritage RCS system with $\sigma$ control.\(^{18}\) Therefore, design efforts shifted away from URC and tracking $\alpha$-$\beta$ and toward an approach that uses yaw to induce a roll tracking $\sigma$ commands instead. Consequently, for this FOM, all three G&C configurations were compared with respect to

$$\dot{\sigma}_{\text{max}} \text{ at } q \text{ for G&C activation and } \sigma_{\text{max}}$$

where $\dot{\sigma}_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum bank acceleration each configuration could achieve and $q$ is the dynamic pressure. In the case of FCS and MMCS, the maximum yaw capability, $\beta_{\text{max}}$, dictates the maximum roll capability because these two designs use roll-yaw coupling, so the following was also observed

$$\beta_{\text{max}} \text{ at } q \text{ for G&C activation and } q_{\text{max}}$$

Control system mass fraction is defined as the ability to successfully land a payload with respect to mechanical design limits for the lunar return mission. The mechanical design for the LNA vehicle without a control system was used to generate a mass estimate of the PBV. After mechanical systems for the FCS, MMCS, and RCS configurations were fully developed, the ratio of control system mass, $m_{CS}$, to PBV mass, $m_{PBV}$, was used to express the control system mass fraction, $m_{CS}$, of each design as follows,

$$m_{CS} = \frac{m_{\text{total}} - m_{PBV}}{m_{PBV}} = \frac{m_{CS}}{m_{PBV}}$$

The packaging and stowage efficiency FOM is defined as the ability to successfully conform to the ABC secondary payload accommodation volume when stowed during launch and cruise. For this FOM, estimated percent volume remaining within the payload enclosure and ease of integrating control components were compared across each G&C configuration. At least 25% volume remaining was assumed desirable for reasonable packaging and stowage efficiency. Both control system mass fraction and packaging and stowage efficiency FOMs are important to ensure that the G&C configurations observe mission design constraints such as mass and volume, making the configurations attractive for mission adoption.

In the affordability and life cycle cost category, the technology development cost FOM is defined as the cost to deliver a control system technology to technology readiness level (TRL) 6. For each G&C configuration, a variety of ground testing and analysis campaigns were considered to determine a bottom-up cost estimate of initial technology maturation. Then, a parametric cost model of a flight test to achieve TRL 6 was developed for each G&C configuration and included major activities such as fabrication of a flight demonstration unit, launch services, and mission operations. The resulting cost estimates were combined and used to compare across all three designs. The estimated $6M cost to deliver an ADEPT vehicle for SR-1 was considered a relevant benchmark for flight test cost. Reaching TRL 6 is beyond the scope of the Pterodactyl project, so this FOM is less urgent but is nonetheless informative to anticipate barriers to entry for future missions.

Finally, in the safety and mission success category, two FOMs are identified: control system reliability and mission reliability. Control system reliability is defined as the likelihood that the control system meets performance requirements during the EDL phases of the lunar return mission, and mission reliability is defined as the likelihood that the control system meets performance requirements before, during, and after the EDL phases of the lunar return mission. Conceptual probability risk assessment (PRA) models were developed for each G&C configuration. Primary risk drivers that were identified include the failure of any combination of linear actuators that drive the mechanisms for the FCS and MMCS and the failure of any combination of hydrazine thrusters that provide the thrust impulse for the RCS. These risk drivers were captured in control system PRA models. Other risks that could occur during a mission life cycle were identified and preliminarily quantified in mission PRA models. Given the early development of Pterodactyl, these reliability FOMs are also less critical. However, they assure that risk awareness is developed as the new G&C systems are designed.
B. Analytic Hierarchy Process

Initially, the team had a basic sense of each FOM’s relevance to Pterodactyl. For instance, control system capability stood out as the most important FOM bearing in mind Pterodactyl’s fundamental aim to deliver precision landing solutions for DEVs. Mass fraction and packaging and stowage efficiency, which relate to how the configurations integrate with the DEV, were considered secondary at this point. Technology development cost and control system and mission reliabilities were viewed as least important. However, the project needed a rigorous way to quantify and quickly convey each FOM’s impact on the eventual downselect decision. Consequently, the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) proposed by Saaty\textsuperscript{19} was used to determine how to rank and subsequently develop weights for the FOMs.

AHP is a systematic, multi-attribute decision analysis technique that takes into account team inputs while simultaneously reducing unintentional judgement bias. AHP enables the decomposition of a problem into its elements via a prioritization matrix, which is a positive, square matrix with rows and columns of elements ordered in the same sequence. Preferences are introduced directly into the matrix via pairwise comparisons of those elements using a ratio scale to express relative importance. Then linear algebra is applied to the resulting ratio judgements to establish prioritization weights.\textsuperscript{20} With only six FOMs, Pterodactyl has a small decision space, so AHP proved to be a practical approach to clearly and quantitatively articulate values for the FOMs. Moreover, AHP is a methodology with NASA heritage in studies, projects, and proposed missions\textsuperscript{21, 22} and has been widely used by other academic, public and private organizations.\textsuperscript{23, 24, 25}

As a group, the Pterodactyl team conducted pairwise comparisons amongst the FOMs to rank preferences for G&C design development and to deliver corresponding FOM weights. Positions below the main diagonal of the AHP prioritization matrix, shown in Table 2, were filled by comparing the FOM in the associated row against the FOM in the associated column. The team employed the judgement scale in Table 3, which was derived from Saaty’s nine-point fundamental scale of absolute numbers.\textsuperscript{26} To maintain consistency in the prioritization matrix, positions above the main diagonal were automatically updated with reciprocal values corresponding to transpose positions in the matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control System Capability</th>
<th>Control System Mass Fraction</th>
<th>Packaging / Stowage Efficiency</th>
<th>Technology Development Cost</th>
<th>Control System Reliability</th>
<th>Mission Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control System Capability</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control System Mass Fraction</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packaging / Stowage Efficiency</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology Development Cost</td>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control System Reliability</td>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mission Reliability</td>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>1/5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. AHP prioritization matrix for the Pterodactyl FOMs
Table 3. Judgement scale (note intermediate values were used when compromise was needed)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intensity of Importance</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>Extremely less important/preferred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/7</td>
<td>Much, much less important/preferred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>Much less important/preferred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>Moderately less important/preferred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Equally important/preferred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Moderately more important/preferred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Much more important/preferred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Much, much more important/preferred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Extremely more important/preferred</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The actual results from this group exercise are shown in Table 2. To illustrate an example of the team’s judgement: the team regarded control system mass fraction as important; though the team, unanimously, valued control system capability the most. Hence, control system mass fraction is shown as slightly less important than control system capability, warranting a value of 1/2 in the corresponding matrix position. In turn, a value of 2 in the transpose position indicates that control system capability is therefore slightly more important than control system mass fraction.

Ultimately, the row geometric mean was normalized to produce the FOM weights portrayed in Figure 3. Performance and effectiveness FOMs capture the bulk of the total weight, as expected from a research and development project in its early stages. Furthermore, the FOM weights resulting from the AHP prioritization matrix clarifies and quantifies the project’s preferences with regard to G&C design.

![Figure 3. Pterodactyl FOM weights](image)

Good agreement amongst the pairwise comparisons in the AHP prioritization matrix was subsequently verified before using the FOM weights further. In accordance with the method outlined by Saaty,\(^1\) the principal eigenvalue, \(\lambda_{\text{max}}\), of the matrix was used to solve for the Consistency Index, \(CI\), where \(n\) is the order of the matrix in the following equation,

\[
CI = \frac{\lambda_{\text{max}} - n}{n - 1}
\]  

(4)

Then \(CI\) and Random Index, \(RI\), were used to determine the Consistency Ratio, \(CR\), of the matrix as follows,
\[
CR = \frac{CI}{RI}
\]  

\(RI\) represents the mean \(CI\) of a large sample of randomly generated matrices (assuming the same judgement scale is used).\(^{28}\) \(RI\) values are shown for a range of matrices in Table 4. \(CR \leq 0.1\) indicates that acceptable judgement is expressed in the matrix. Given that Eqs. (4) and (5), when applied to the Pterodactyl AHP prioritization matrix, result in \(CR = 0.09\), this method produces reasonable results.

Table 4. RI(n) values (where \(n = 6\) for Pterodactyl investigation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(n)</th>
<th>RI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.8815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.1086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.2479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.3417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.4056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.4499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.4854</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Proxy Parameters and Control System Survey

To close out the trade study analysis, a survey was developed to finally rank the FCS, MMCS, and RCS designs. Ranking was accomplished using the FOM weights found in the previous section, proxy parameters identified for each FOM, and a high-level scale that ranged from inferior to exceptional and was founded on expectations of the G&C configurations.

The proxy parameters in Table 5 facilitated the collection of clear criteria when evaluating each design. For most FOMs, proxy parameters were readily identified. For example, the control system mass fraction FOM, defined earlier by Eq. (3) in Section A, serves as its own proxy parameter. For the technology development cost FOM, the proxy parameter is the total estimated cost to deliver technology supporting the G&C system for a flight test as estimated from the cost models. And for system and mission reliabilities, proxy parameters are the operational reliability and mission reliability, respectively, that were determined from the PRA.

Proxy parameters for the remaining FOMs required further scrutiny for effective evaluation of each G&C configuration. The control system capability FOM depended on two proxy parameters: targeting error between the final and desired terminal descent points, which is based on 99.9% miss distance, and level of control system capability, which categorizes a range of simulated controller performance outcomes. At worst, a configuration could be stymied by unresolved issues with tracking guidance commands, or the configuration’s maximum bank acceleration could lag or only meet the bank acceleration requirement across the dynamic pressure regime used in design, justifying a classification of level 1. Guidance tracking that exceeds the bank acceleration requirement corresponds to level 2, and guidance tracking that highly exceeds the bank acceleration requirement corresponds to level 3.

The packaging and stowage efficiency FOM was also informed by two proxy parameters: stowed volume remaining in the payload enclosure, which is a straightforward measure based on the mechanical design, and level of integration ease, which classifies a range of qualitative integration estimates based on engineering judgment. At worst, integrating the DEV with a given configuration could be infeasible, impose major design issues, and require an extensive vehicle redesign. Such a design would deserve the lowest classification, level 1. A design with integration challenges that could be overcome without a major redesign effort corresponds to level 2, and level 3 corresponds to configurations considered moderately easy to integrate with the DEV. Though level of integration ease solely depends on expert opinion, all other proxy parameters rely on simulation and analysis and are therefore quantitative.
Table 5. Summary of proxy parameters for Pterodactyl FOMs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOM</th>
<th>Proxy Parameter</th>
<th>Proxy Parameter Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control System Capability</td>
<td>Targeting error (in km) between the final and desired terminal descent points</td>
<td>Simulation &amp; Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level of control system capability (1: tracking is unresolved, lags, or meets, 2: tracking exceeds, 3: tracking far exceeds bank acceleration limit across dynamic pressure regime)</td>
<td>Simulation &amp; Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control System Mass Fraction</td>
<td>$mf_{cs}$</td>
<td>Simulation &amp; Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packaging / Stowage Efficiency</td>
<td>Stowed system volume remaining in Pterodactyl payload enclosure</td>
<td>Simulation &amp; Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level of integration ease (1: major issues, 2: challenging, 3: moderately easy)</td>
<td>Expert Opinion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology Development Cost</td>
<td>Estimated cost (in $M) to deliver the control system technology for a flight test</td>
<td>Simulation &amp; Analysis, Expert Opinion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control System Reliability</td>
<td>Operational reliability</td>
<td>Simulation &amp; Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mission Reliability</td>
<td>Mission reliability</td>
<td>Simulation &amp; Analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A simple three-point scale was assumed to apply a score to the G&C configurations for each FOM, and the scale was additionally refined by the team to employ each aforementioned proxy parameter, $p$, and to distinctly communicate ratings. The trade study survey scale is shown in Table 6.

The scales for most FOMs vary directly with proxy parameters to reward the boldest designs with the highest scores. For control system capability, designs with final descent points beyond 3 km away from their desired terminal descent points automatically merit 1 on the survey scale. A maximum bank acceleration of 5 deg/s² was assumed for guidance simulations, so configurations that merely meet or fall behind this assumed bank acceleration requirement in controller simulations also automatically score 1 on the survey scale for control system capability. Meanwhile, only configurations that far exceed the bank acceleration requirement across the dynamic pressure regime and exhibit a target ellipse smaller than 3 km are rewarded with the highest score of 3. Designs with less than 25% volume remaining or major integration issues merit a low score of 1, while designs with over 25% volume remaining and moderately easy integration score 3. For control system reliability and mission reliability, a 0.95 reliability threshold for developmental designs was assumed. So, configurations with reliability below 0.90 earn 1, while only designs with reliability above 0.95 deserve 3.

For control system mass fraction and technology development cost, scales vary inversely with proxy parameter to maintain the philosophy of rewarding the most capable designs with the highest scores. Designs with control system mass fractions above 0.30 are deemed too heavy and score 1, while only designs with low mass fractions below 0.20 qualify for a score of 3. Configurations with expensive technology development costs above $20M only score 1, while configurations under $10M score 3.
Ultimately, FOM weights were combined with the survey scores resulting in weighted total scores for each G&C design, which are summarized in the next section.

Table 6. Summary of trade study survey scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOM</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Scale Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control System Capability</td>
<td>1 = low</td>
<td>( p_1 &gt; 3 \text{ km or } p_2 = 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 = acceptable</td>
<td>( p_1 &lt; 3 \text{ km or } p_2 = 2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 = high</td>
<td>( p_1 &lt; 3 \text{ km and } p_2 = 3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control System Mass Fraction</td>
<td>1 = high</td>
<td>( p &gt; 0.30 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 = acceptable</td>
<td>( 0.20 &lt; p &lt; 0.30 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 = low</td>
<td>( p &lt; 0.20 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packaging / Stowage Efficiency</td>
<td>1 = low</td>
<td>( p_1 &lt; 25% \text{ vol remaining or } p_2 = 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 = acceptable</td>
<td>( p_1 &gt; 25% \text{ vol remaining and } p_2 = 2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 = high</td>
<td>( p_1 &gt; 25% \text{ vol remaining and } p_2 = 3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology Development Cost</td>
<td>1 = high</td>
<td>( p &gt; $20M )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 = acceptable</td>
<td>( $10M &lt; p &lt; $20M )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 = low</td>
<td>( p &lt; $10M )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control System Reliability</td>
<td>1 = low</td>
<td>( p &lt; 0.90 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 = acceptable</td>
<td>( 0.90 &lt; p &lt; 0.95 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 = high</td>
<td>( p &gt; 0.95 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mission Reliability</td>
<td>1 = low</td>
<td>( p &lt; 0.90 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 = acceptable</td>
<td>( 0.90 &lt; p &lt; 0.95 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 = high</td>
<td>( p &gt; 0.95 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. Trade Study Downselection Results

The trade study survey of control systems described above was conducted after FCS, MMCS, and RCS designs were completed, as described in recently submitted works.\textsuperscript{30, 31, 32, 33, 34} Design results and engineering judgments that are relevant to the trade study are collected in Table 7. Leading experts on the team used these results to rate each configuration in the trade study survey, which is outlined in Table 8.

For control system capability, guidance simulations showed that all three configurations had a target ellipse under 3 km.\textsuperscript{35} So survey results were primarily inferred from maneuverability analyses that identified maximum bank acceleration of each design starting from G&C activation at a low dynamic pressure of 284 Pa to a maximum dynamic pressure of 2896 Pa.\textsuperscript{36} For the FCS, the bank acceleration at low dynamic pressure is 11.5 deg/s\(^2\), which exceeds the bank acceleration requirement assumed for this study. At maximum dynamic pressure, bank acceleration is 115 deg/s\(^2\), which greatly exceeds the requirement, justifying a survey score of 3 for FCS. While the MMCS design exceeds the requirement with 13.8 deg/s\(^2\) at maximum dynamic pressure, it was well below the requirement at 1.48 deg/s\(^2\) at low pressure. Consequently, the MMCS has a survey score of 1. And the RCS design demonstrates a constant bank acceleration of 10.9 deg/s\(^2\), exceeding the requirement across the pressure regime, and thus merits a 2 in the survey.
For control system mass fraction and packaging and stowage efficiency, results were gathered from mechanical analysis. For the FCS design, TPS sizing analysis was also considered to ensure survival of the flaps when exposed to the flow. Control system mass fraction of FCS is 0.27, warranting a survey score of 2 for the second FOM. The sizing required for adequate control of MMCS resulted in notably heavy masses such that the total vehicle mass slightly exceeds the assumed ABC mass payload limit. Control system mass fraction of MMCS is 0.36, hence, it received a score of 1. The RCS design resulted in the lowest control system mass fraction, 0.16, which warranted a score of 3. The FCS design resulted in 33% volume remaining in the payload enclosure, but major integration issues are anticipated with the TPS. Therefore, the design earned a score of 1 for the third FOM. The MMCS design has the highest volume remaining, 34%, and is
considered moderately easy to integrate; so, it earned a score of 3 for the third FOM. The RCS design includes an undesirably low amount of volume remaining, 17%, which introduces integration challenges with this design. So, it received a score of 1 for the third FOM.

For technology development cost, results were ascertained from cost modeling, which revealed that the estimated cost to initially mature technology for FCS is almost twice as high as it is for MMCS or RCS because of the additional TPS development required. However, these differences are eclipsed by very expensive flight test costs. The estimated total cost to advance each configuration to TRL 6 is about $35M. Therefore, all three configurations earned a score of 1 for the fourth FOM.

For control system reliability and mission reliability, results were drawn from PRA. The probability that the control system will operate successfully relies on failure data for the control mechanisms. Operational reliability is 0.9404 for FCS and 0.9633 for MMCS. RCS has the highest success probability, 0.9743, because the control mechanisms for RCS have flight heritage. The probability that the configuration will meet system performance throughout the mission takes into account operational reliability, maneuverability performance, and flight heritage. Mission reliability is 0.8925 for FCS, 0.7556 for MMCS, and highest, 0.9501, for RCS. MMCS has the lowest mission success probability because it displayed the worst maneuverability. For the fifth FOM, survey scores are 2 for FCS and 3 for MMCS and RCS. For the sixth FOM, survey scores are 1 for FCS and MMCS and 3 for RCS.

Lastly, these survey scores were combined with the FOM weights to generate a weighted total score, also listed in Table 8. The total survey score is dominated by the weighted scores of the three performance and effectiveness FOMs. As a result, the survey portrays FCS and RCS configurations with the highest weighted total scores, 74% and 72%, respectively, because they scored acceptably or higher in the top two FOMs. MMCS underperformed in these same FOMs; and, despite high scores in other lower weighted FOMs, this design trailed behind remarkably with a score of 47%.

Variations in the AHP matrix were investigated to analyze their impact on the sensitivity of the trade study. A single pair or multiple pairs of comparisons in the matrix were changed from the team’s original prioritization shown in Table 2 for over 30 cases. Fluctuations in the AHP matrix that were consistent with the project’s basic prioritization and kept acceptable consistency ratios, as described in Section III-B, resulted in ±5% deviation from the final reported survey scores in Table 8. In some cases, RCS outscores the FCS design but only by a fine margin. Meanwhile, in every case, MMCS remained significantly behind when the matrix was reasonably perturbed. Only a major shift in preferences, such as choosing packaging and stowage efficiency to be the highest-priority FOM, would result in a MMCS score that is equivalent to but never better than the survey scores of the other designs. However, no justification for changing preferences exists at this time, so FCS and RCS configurations emerged as the top control systems.

Between these two high-scoring designs, the team unanimously agreed to downselect to the FCS design because of its exceptional control system capability, offering the best maneuverability out of the three configurations. In contrast to RCS, the FCS design also demonstrated that it could command an instantaneous β, indicating that FCS offers added trim augmentation. The FCS design has major integration issues, but the team decided that these issues are worth resolving to further develop a design that promises remarkable performance and notable available payload volume.

The goal of the trade study was to downselect to a single G&C configuration to pursue in the next phase of the project. The approach described in this paper provided a transparent way for the team to gather results, openly discuss rationales, and confidently make a decision. Yet, the fact that added scrutiny was required after conducting the survey suggests that our trade study methodology could be improved. For instance, the project had a desire to keep track of cost and risk for each G&C design but including them in the trade study analysis was ultimately ineffective. Unlike the models used to inform performance and effectiveness FOMs, cost and risk models were low fidelity, and given the project’s priorities at this phase, corresponding cost and risk FOMs had little impact on the weighted total scores. Instead, cost and risk FOMs diverted weight away from the more important FOMs. Removing these FOMs from the trade study has the effect of separating the G&C designs more effectively, resulting in weighted total scores of 82% for the FCS design, 42% for the MMCS design, and 72% for the RCS design, which is consistent with the team’s downselect decision. Developing cost and risk models this early in the design phase had the advantage of setting the foundation for these models to be expanded and refined later but was not needed in the trade study. In retrospect, we learned to carefully consider the context of the design lifecycle stage to determine what truly needs to be included in any trade study.
V. Conclusion

This paper describes the methodology Pterodactyl followed to conduct a trade study of three novel G&C designs that can be integrated with a DEV. Analysis of FOMs, using AHP to convey FOM weights, creating and performing a trade study survey, and communicating trade study results enhanced the team’s understanding and added rigor to the project’s downselection. Trade study results demonstrated that FCS and RCS designs offer promising control system capability without negatively impacting mass. Therefore, they achieved the highest total weighted survey scores. Impressive performance and effectiveness of both designs come at the cost of compromised packaging and stowage efficiency, which poses future design challenges with regard to integration of both designs with DEVs. However, these risks are considered surmountable with further work. Ultimately, the FCS design was downselected as the most feedforward configuration for an LNA evaluated with bank control.
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